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Let z denote a primitive nth root of one. This paper examines a special family of 
polynomials in n variables which vanish at (1, z,..., z”~‘). The family of 
polynomials can be used to generalize a recent Diophantine result of R. Baker and 
W. Schmidt. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The following theorem is a special case of a result of R. Baker and W. 
Schmidt [ 1, p. 465, Theorem 81. 
THEOREM 1. Letf(X,,..., X,) be a homogeneous polynomial with integer 
coefficients such that 
(i) the degree off is odd, and 
(ii) m is sufficiently large compared to the degree off and to the 
largest sized coeflcient ofJ 
There exists a non-trivial m-tuple consisting of O’s and f l’s on which f 
vanishes. 
To prove the above theorem, Baker and Schmidt examine polynomials of 
the form given in the following definition, cf. [ 1, p. 484, Eq. 6.21. 
DEFINITION 2. Let e = (e, ,..., e,) be an r-tuple of positive integers and let 
s be a positive integer. Define 
One may view f,(X, ,..., X,) as being the sum of all the monomials in 
X , ,..., X, whose exponent structure is given by e. 
This paper also examines polynomials of the form f,; the following is the 
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main result. Let n be an integer which is greater than one. Let e = (e, ,.... e,.) 
be an r-tuple of positive integers such that e, + . . . + e, is not divisible by n 
and let t be an integer such that e, + ..e $ e, is less than nt. The polynomial 
f&Y, . ...> X,,) vanishes at an n’-tuple whose components are all nth roots of 
one. 
By combining the above result with an application of Ramsey’s theorem. 
which is described in the Baker-Schmidt paper [ 1, pp. 485-4861, one obtains 
the following generalization of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let n be an integer which is greater than one. Let 
f(X, . . . . . X,) be a homogeneous polvnomial with integer coefficients such that 
(i) the degree off is not a multiple of n, and 
(ii) m is sufficiently large compared to the degree off, to n and to the 
largest sized coefficient ofJ: 
There exists a non-trivial m-tuple of O’s and nth roots of one on which .f 
vanishes. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
This section is concerned with polynomials of the form f,, which are 
defined in Definition 2 of the Introduction. 
THEOREM 4. Let n be an integer which is greater than one and let z be a 
primitive nth root of one. Let e = (e, ,..., e,) be an r-tuple of positive integers 
such that 0 < e, t ... t e, < n. The polynomial f,(X, ,.... X,) is zero at 
(1 , z . . . . . z 
n-1 ). 
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The claim follows from this by an induction argument. 
Note that, from the definition of gl+ , , fc( 1, z,..., z”-‘) = the coefficient of 
x:+ I in g,, ,(zel, ze* ,..., zer, X,, r ). This equation and the above claim imply 
that, to show that f,( l,..., z ‘-I) equals zero, it suffices to show that the coef- 
ficient of X”-* in 
( 
1 
l-z e,t.. . +e,x )i l )*** (l-:+x)(A) 
1 -Ze2+~.~+e,X 
is zero. Let d(X) denote the denominator of the above product; observe that 
the degree of d(X) is r + 1. 
The hypothesis that 0 < e, + . . . + e, ( n implies that zelt ’ +er,..., zer, 1 
are distinct nth roots of one. Therefore there is a polynomial h(X) such that 
1 - X” = d(X) h(X). Therefore 
1 h(X) -= 
d(X) 1 -X” 
=h(X)+h(X)X”+h(X)X*“+.... 
Since the degree of h(X) is n - r - 1, it follows that the coefficient of X”-’ 
in the above power series is zero. This completes the proof. 
The remainder of this section is similar to a portion of the Baker-Schmidt 
paper [ 1, pp. 484-4851. 
LEMMA 5. Let e be an r-tuple of positive integers and let k, s be integers 
such that 0 < k < s; then 
few, 3.**9 X3) = s f&5 ,...Y &)f,(&+ I v..., X,)7 
e,*ez-e 
where the sum extends over all pairs of strings e,, e, whose concatenation is 
e. One observes the conventions that 
I-#, ,..*9 x/J = 1 when e, is the empty string 
and 
f,,(X, 9***9 X,) = 0 when the number of components of e, is greater than k. 
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Proof of Lemma 5. If m is any monomial in the letters X, ,..., X,, let m, 
and m, denote the monomials in X, ,..., X, and in X,, ,,..., X,, respectively, 
such that m = m, m, . Observe that 
f,(X, ,.-*9 X,) = the sum of all monomials m whose exponent 
structure is e 
= the double sum, over e, and over m, of all 
monomials m such that the exponent structure of 
m is e and such that the exponent structure of m, 
is e,. Here e, ranges over all initial segments of e 
= &*c2=c sum of all monomials m such that the 
exponent structure of m, is e, and such that the 
exponent structure of m, is e, 
= cc,*c&,(xI 3***9 xk)fqvk+ I Y--*1 x,1. 
This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 6. Let n be an integer which is bigger than one and let z be 
a primitive nth root of one. For i = 1, 2,... let ui be the n’-tuple defined as 
u, = (1,z ,...) Zn-i), 
ui+1 = (Ui, ZUi ,...) z”- ‘IQ). 
EXAMPLES. When n=3, u,=(l,z,z2) and u2=(1.z,z2,z,z2,1,z~. 
1.~). When n = 2, u2 = (1, -1, -1, 1) and u3 = (1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1). 
If e is an r-tuple of integers, let let denote the sum of the components of e. 
THEOREM 7. Let n be an integer which is greate; than one. Let e be an 
r-tuple of positive integers such that lel is not divisible by n and let t be an 
integer such that 1 e 1 is less than nt. The polynomial f,(X, ,..., X,,,) vanishes at 
u,, the n’-tuple described in Definition 6. 
Proof: Proceed by induction on t. When t = 1 the desired result is 
equivalent to Theorem 4. Suppose now that t > 1. From Lemma 5 and from 
the definition of u( it follows that 
“au,)= 2: fe,b,-Jf&u,-1) -fe,(z”- *u,- I)’ (1) 
el*. . .*e,=e 
where the sum extends over all n-tuples of strings e,,..., e, whose 
concatenation is e. 
If e, * ~1. * e, = e, then, since (e( is not divisible by n, there is a subscript 
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i such that 1 ei 1 is not divisible by n. Suppose that there is a subscript j such 
that j # i and such that ej is not empty. If lejl is divisible by n, then \ejj > n 
and /e,l < lel - lejl < lel - n < n(t - 1). Therefore the induction hypothesis 
is applicable andf,(u,_,) = 0. Since fe, is homogeneous,f,(z’-‘u,-,) is also 
zero. If 1 e,i I is not divisible by it, then after interchanging i and j if necessary 
we may assume that leil < 4 jel < inr < n(t - 1). Therefore the induction 
hypothesis is again applicable andf,(z’-‘u,_ ,) = 0. 
In view of the above remarks, the only possible non-trivial terms in the 
right-hand side of Eq. (1) are the terms for which all but one of the ei are 
empty. Therefore Eq. (1) reduces to 
few=f&*> +fe(zu,-1) + a** +f&-‘u,-,) 
=f,(u,-,)(l +zk + *a* +z(n-‘)k), where k = /e(, 
=o 
since zk is an nth root of one which is different from one. This completes the 
proof. 
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